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Higher speed and 
quality reaction.

Exponential 
growing.

Cost 
improvement CLOUD IMMERSION

Integrated technology asset
management in the cloud.

Why Cloud Immersion is the best option 
for your business?

Infrastructure availability 
and stability

Time improvement and a higher 
stability. Therefore, higher 

availability in applications and 
infrastructure.

Applications and 
operation efficiency, 

better times and 
higher-level support

High availability, mitigation of 
points of failure and better 
potential in applications. 

Therefore, less concerns at 
the operations. 

Massive economies
of scale

By using cloud computing, 
you can achieve a lower 

variable cost than you can 
get on your own.

Depth and focus

Whole Solutions and services adapted for 
consumers needs

Cloud Immersion, by Pyramid Consulting,  is a Premium full-service management for SAP 
Applications and Cloud Services.

We o�er solutions at di�erent levels. We are starting from a deep dive to:  Discover and understand 
the current business and resources. We are going to be Learning about the company core business 
industry and, using those Knowledge, we will be building one journey for all the transformation power of 
the cloud. Understanding and implementing innovative technologies in each cycle of cloud computing.

Platform migration (SAP On Premise or in another private datacenter 
or Cloud) to GCP and AWS public cloud services.

Cloud Administration (includes:  Infrastructure requires, Operating 
system, databases and / or applications) for SAP “All in One” and 
“Business One”.

Migration of NON-SAP workloads (any platform and Operation 
system* has to be compatible with cloud services).

Optimization for SAP Applications over Cloud platforms.

Our immersive methodology covers strategy, design, construction, 
migration and manages the whole cloud lifecycle.



Key questions

What perspective do our clients have about us?

Strategic alliances with bigest industry players

How would TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) be reduced?

What is the best architecture for the business 
applications?

Who are the best players that provides “end-to-end” 
management services for SAP applications and public 
cloud services?

The Cloud Immersion implementation o�ers an opportunity to transform your business deeply. however, 
it is necessary to consider some questions first.

“Since I get Pyramid's support, I feel 
that I’m paying for insurance. They 
are always there when I need them”.
Industry:  Medical Devices
Country:  Colombia.

“The knowledge and experience of 
Pyramid’s consultants was evident 
since we started working with them".
Industry:  Textile. 
Country: Ecuador.

"What we like about Pyramid 
Consulting® is that no problem is too 
big for them. They investigate, scale, 
share and solve issues quickly."
Industry: Dairy Products
Country:  Mexico

How do you ensure security risk and compliance 
management in the public or private cloud?

Do you have any previous experiences related to 
the current project?

Who accredits their experience and knowledge in 
cloud services?

Why Pyramid Consulting®?
Pyramid Consulting® has a specialized, certified and an experienced  team to carry out 
deployments of di�erent Cloud Services.

Pyramid Consulting® works together  with the main Cloud Services like “Amazon Web 
Services” (AWS) and “Google Cloud Platform” (CGP).

Pyramid Consulting has a complete service to understand, analyze, create, make and 

More than 15 years with SAP solutions and more than 6 years with Cloud Services 
experience.

Cloud computing is secure, flexible and profitable,  which combines with SAP ® applications and becomes 
a powerful strategy for all types of companies. Cloud Immersion, by Pyramid Consulting ®, has the 
knowledge and experience to help companies become more agile at the development of digital companies 
that are exponentially innovative.
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Let's work together the full potential 
of cloud computing.

Contact us

+57 304 419 7693Colombia:
+593 98 343 0262Ecuador:

+51 964 33 8086Peru:

+1 (786)-589-9310United States:
+1 (786)-589-9310Mexico:

https://pyramidconsulting.co/

comunicaciones@pyramidconsulting.co


